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Abstract
U. Berger, [11] signicantly simplied Tait’s
normalisation proof for bar recursion [27], see
also [9], replacing Tait’s introduction of innite
terms by the construction of a domain having the
property that a term is strongly normalizing if its
semantics is
 

. The goal of this paper is to show
that, using ideas from the theory of intersection
types [2, 6, 7, 21] and Martin-L¤of’s domain inter-
pretation of type theory [18], we can in turn sim-
plify U. Berger’s argument in the construction of
such a domain model. We think that our domain
model can be used to give modular proofs of strong
normalization for various type theory. As an exam-
ple, we show in some details how it can be used to
prove strong normalization for Martin-L¤of depen-
dent type theory extended with bar recursion, and
with some form of proof-irrelevance.
1 Introduction
In 1961, Spector [25] presented an extension
of Go¨del’s system  by a new schema of defini-
tion called bar recursion. With this new schema,
he was able to give an interpretation of Analy-
sis, extending Go¨del’s Dialectica interpretation of
Arithmetic, and completing preliminary results of
Kreisel [17]. Tait proved a normalisation theorem
for Spector’s bar recursion, by embedding it in a
system with infinite terms [27]. In [9], an alterna-
tive form of bar recursion was introduced. This
allowed to give an interpretation of Analysis by
modified realisability, instead of Dialectica inter-
pretation. The paper [9] presented also a normal-
isation proof for this new schema, but this proof,
which used Tait’s method of introducing infinite
terms, was quite complex. It was simplified signif-
icantly by U. Berger [11, 12], who used instead a
modification of Plotkin’s computational adequacy
theorem [22], and could prove strong normalisa-
tion. In a way, the idea is to replace infinite terms
by elements of a domain interpretation. This do-
main has the property that a term is strongly nor-
malisable if its semantics is
 

The main contribution of this paper is to show
that, using ideas from intersection types [2, 6, 7,
21] and Martin-Lo¨f’s domain interpretation of type
theory [18], one can in turn simplify further U.
Berger’s argument. Contrary to [11], we build a
domain model for an untyped programming lan-
guage. A noteworthy feature of this domain model
is that it is in a natural way a complete lattice,
and in particular it has a top element which can
be seen as the interpretation of a top-level excep-
tion in programming language. We think that this
model can be the basis of modular proofs of strong
normalisation for various type systems. As a main
application, we show that Martin-Lo¨f dependent
type theory extended with various form of bar re-
cursion has the strong normalisation property. To
illustrate further the modularity of this approach,
we show the strong normalisation property when
adding some form of proof-irrelevance to our type
theory [28].
2 An Untyped Programming Lan-
guage
Our programming language is untyped  -
calculus extended with constants, and has the fol-
lowing syntax.

	





	

There are two kinds of constants: constructors





 and dened constants  ﬁﬀﬂ ﬃ . We use





ﬃ to denote a constant which may be a con-
structor or defined. Each constant has an arity, but
can be partially applied. We write  !#"
%$
for the
set of free variables of

. We write
	
"
&
'$
the result of substituting the free occurences of
 by

in
	
. and may write it
	)( +*
if  is
clear from the context. We consider terms up to
, -conversion.
The computation rules of our programming lan-
guage are the usual - -reduction and . -reduction
defined by a set of rewrite rules of the form
#/101ﬃ2/435

where 6 is the arity of  and  !#"
'$ 7
 !8"
9/:01ﬃ2/43
$
. In this rewrite rule, /10

ﬃ

/;3
are constructor patterns i.e. terms of the form
/
<
;/:02/4=
where > is the arity of  . Like in [11], we assume
our system of constant reduction rules to be left
linear, i.e. a variable occurs at most once in the
left hand side of a rule, and mutually disjoint, i.e.
the left hand sides of two disjoint rules are non-
unifiable. We write

5

 if

reduces in one
step to

 by -

. -reduction and

#?A@ B

 if

,

 are convertible by -

. conversion. It fol-
lows from our hypothesis on our system of reduc-
tion rules that -

. -reduction is confluent. We write
5
"
%$
the set of terms

 such that

5

 .
We work with a given set of constants, that are
listed in the appendix, but our arguments are gen-
eral and make use only of the fact that the reduc-
tion system is left linear and mutually disjoint. We
call UPL, for Untyped Programming Language,
the system defined by this list of constants and . -
reduction rules. The goal of the next section is to
define a domain model for UPL that has the prop-
erty that

is strongly normalizing if C
D
 
E .
3 A domain for strong normalization
3.1 Formal Neighbourhoods
Definition 1 The Formal Neighbourhoods are
given by the following grammar:
FGIHJ
+KL
F
01ﬃ
F
3M
F
5
H

FONPH
On these neighbourhoods we introduce a for-
mal inclusion 7 relation defined inductively by the
rules of Figure 1. In these rules we use the formal
equality relation
F

H
defined to be
F7QH
and
HR7SF
. We let T be the set of neigh-
bourhoods quotiented by the formal equality. The
terminology “formal neighborhoods” comes from
[17, 23, 18].
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Figure 1. Formal inclusion
Lemma 1 The formal inclusion and equality are
both decidable relations, and T is a poset for the
formal inclusion relation, and N denes a binary
meet operation on T . We have  F 0ﬃ F 3
 



H
01ﬃ
H
= if   [I and  F 0 F 3+ H 01ﬃ H 3
if and only if F 0f H 0  ﬃ gF 3h H 3 . An ele-
ment in T is either K or of the form  F 01ﬃ F 3
or of the form " F 0i5 H 0 $eN ﬃ N " Fbj 5 HdjY$
and this denes a partition of T . Furthermore
the following continuity condition holds: if k -
nite set and l cnmpo " Fbc 5 Hdcq$r7sF 5 H then the
set t vuﬃwyx k 
Fz7{Fbcﬁ|
is not empty and
l
cnm~}
Hdc]7H
.
Similar results are proved in [4, 2, 7, 6, 18]. For
the proof one can introduce the set of neighbor-
hood in “normal form” by the grammar
W

W+

 KﬃGWf0Pﬃ\W3r
k
k


"
Wf0e5W+
0
$:NiN
"
W
j
5QW+
j
$
and define directly the operation
N
and the relation
7
on this set.
We associate to T a type system defined in
Figure 2 (when unspecified, 6 is the arity of the re-
lated constant). It is a direct extension of the type
systems considered in [4, 2, 7, 6, 18]. The typing
rules for the constructors and defined constants ap-
pear to be new however. Notice that the typing of
the function symbols is very close to a recursive
definition of the function itself. Also, we make
use of the fact that, as a consequence of Lemma 1,
one can define when a constructor pattern matches
an element of T .
An important consequence of the continuity
condition of Lemma 1 is the following result.
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Figure 2. Types with intersection in T
Lemma 2 If 4   	 [F 5 H then



F
ﬂ
	~H
.
3.2 Reducibility candidates
Definition 2  (the set of simple terms) is the set
of terms that are neither an abstraction nor a con-
structor headed term, nor a partially applied de-
structor headed term (i.e.   0ﬃ j is simple
if  is greater or equal to the arity of  ).
Definition 3 A reducibility candidate  is a set of
terms with the following properties:
(CR1) 
7O;
(CR2) 5 "
%$G7
 if  x 
(CR3)

x
 if  x  and 5 " '$G7 
It is clear that the reducibility candidates form
a complete lattice w.r.t. the inclusion relation. In
particular, there is a least reducibility candidate
8
, which can be inductively defined as the set of
terms

x
 such that 5 "
'$78
. For in-
stance, if

is a variable  , then we have

x
E
since

x
 and 5 "
%$
[ .
We define two operations on sets of terms,
which preserve the status of candidates. If  is
a constructor of arity 6 and  0




3 are sets
of terms then the set   01ﬃ  3 is inductively
defined to be the set of terms

of the form


0

3 , with

0x

01ﬃ

3x

3 or such
that

x
 and 5 "
%$e7


01ﬃ

3 . If  and
 
are sets of terms,  5
 
is the set of terms
	
such that
	
x
 
if

x
 .
Lemma 3 If  and   are reducibility candidates
then so are  N8  and  5   . If  0  ﬃ   3 are
reducibility candidates then so is   01  3 .
Definition 4 The function (Ł¡e* associates a re-
ducibility candidate to each formal neighbour-
hood.
¢
(
K
*;£^8
¢
(

F
0ﬃ
F
3
*4£

(¤F
0
*
ﬃ
( F
3
*
¢
(¤F
5
H8*;£J(¤F*
5
( H8*
¢
(¤F¥N9H8*;£J( F¦*AN( H*
Lemma 4 If F%7H for the formal inclusion rela-
tion then ( F¦*7§( H* as sets of terms.
This follows from the fact that all the rules of
Figure 1 are valid when we interpret formal neigh-
bourhoods as reducility candidates.
Theorem 5 If 4  ¨F then  x (¤F¦* . In
particular  is strongly normalising.
As usual, we prove that if 0
EF
0

ﬃ


j
Fbj
ﬂ
RaF
and

0©x
(¤F
0
*ª
ﬃ

j
x
(¤Fbj*
then

"
108

0

ﬃ


j

jﬂ$
x
( F¦*
. This is
direct by induction on derivations using Lemma 4.
3.3 Filter Domain
Definition 5 An I-filter1 over T is a subset , 7
T with the following closure properties:
¢ if Fe
H x , then F¥N9H x ,
¢ if F x , and F'7^H then H x ,
It is clear that the set D of all I-filters over T
ordered by the set inclusion is a complete algebraic
domain. The finite elements of D are exactly  and
the principal I-filters «
F£
u
H

F¬7­H®|
. The
1This terminology, coming from [6], stresses the fact that
the empty set is also an I-filter.
element ¯  « K is the greatest element of D and
the least element is E[ .
We can define on D a binary application opera-
tion
,
-
£
u
H
°
FGgF
5
H
x
,±
F
x
-
|
We have always , E and ¯-  ¯ if -
 
 .
We write , 0ﬃ ,
j
for " ﬃ " , 0 ,
XZ$
ﬃ
$
,
j

3.4 Denotational semantics of UPL
As usual, we let ²
I³~
ﬃ to range over environ-
ments, i.e. mapping from variables to D.
Definition 6 If  is a term of UPL, C DI´
is the I-lter of neighborhoods F such that
10
ŁH
0




j;¤Hdj
ﬂ
F for some Hdc x ²4"  cq$
with  !#" '$ §uﬃ10     j4| 
A direct consequence of this definition and of
Theorem 5 is then
Theorem 6 If there exists ² such that C +Dg´  
then  is strongly normalising.
Notice also that we have C
+Dg´

C
+Dgµ
as
soon as ²ﬂ" 
$

³
"

$
for all sx  !#"
%$
. Be-
cause of this we can write C
+D
for C
DI´
if

is
closed. If  is a constructor, we write simply  for
C

DZ¶
Lemma 7 We have  , 01ﬃ , 3
 
QI
-
0
-
= if

 
'
 and  , 01ﬃ , 3¨§ - 01ﬃ - 3 if and only if
,
0
-
01ﬃ
,
3©
-
3
, whenever , c
 
E

-d·
 

.
An element of D is either  , or ¯ or of the form

,
0®ﬃ
,
3 with  of arity 6 and , c   or is a sup
of elements of the form «" F 5 H¨$ . This denes a
partition of D.
As a consequence of Lemma 7, it is possible
to define when a constructor pattern matches an
element of D. The next result expresses the fact
that we have defined in this way a strict model of
UPL.
Theorem 8
C

DI´

²4"

$
C
	D
´

C
	9D
´
C
+D
´
C¸

D
´
,

C
Dﬃ¹
´
@ º» ¼:½p¾ if ,  + "q¿ $
If h/:0Jﬃ¨/;3À5  and , c  C / cnD
´ then
C

D
,
01ﬃ
,
3§
C
D
´
. If there is no rule for
 which matches , 0    , 3 and , 0  ﬃ  , 3 are
 
 then C  D , 01ﬃ , 3+ ¯  Finally, if for all
,
 
­ we have C +DZ¹ ´ @ º» ¼1½p¾  C 	9Dﬃ¹ µ @ Á» ¼:½~¾ then
C¸

+DI´

CqdÂ

	PDIµ

The property "q¿
$
follows from Lemma 2.
Corollary 9 C
	
"

%$qD
´

C
	9Dﬃ¹
´
@ ºZ¼\ÃÅÄrÆqÇ
¾
We have for instance
( (¤È ÉÊﬁÊË* *
"

¯
$
"

¯
$

¯ ,
but also
( (È ÉgÊÌÊq* *ÎÍÏﬃÐÍÑÏﬃÐ

¯ . This illustrates the
fact that ¯ can be thought of as the semantics of a
top level “error” element.
4 Application to Type Theory
4.1 Typing rules
We follow [19] and present dependent type
theory in a Logical Framework extended with
some constants. We have three syntactical cat-
egories, for types Ò
ÔÓÕ
ﬃ , for terms
Ô	U
ﬃ
and for contexts 
ÔÖ
 We have a special type
Set of (data) types, i.e. primitive types given
with constructors. We have also a constructor
Fun of arity 2 and we write "   Ò $ 5 Ó in-
stead of Fun Ò"¸  Ó®$ , and Ò 5 Ó instead of
Fun Ò"¸  Ó¨$ if  is not free in Ó . The syntax of
the Logical Framework is
Ò
<
 Set Z× >   "   Ò $ 5 Ò ØqÂ /ﬂÙÚ
 <
 Û





Ø
ÙÜÑÝUÚ

<

"
$




Ò
gÞ
;Ø
Ù
Ø
Ú
The general typing rules of the Logical Frame-
work are presented in figure 32. There are five
kinds of judgement
Ö%ßà~áªáÅÉßgÐgÎÖ

Ò
ÎÖ


Ò
Ö

Ò
0f
Ò
X
and
Ö


0f
)XO
Ò .
We write â t where t can have the form
Ò

Ò

ÓÕÔã
Ò
Ô
08
)X®
Ò . The constants
are the ones of our language UPL, and the typing
rules of these constants are also given in the ap-
pendix.
The system is designed in such a way that the
following lemmas can be directly proved by induc-
tion on derivation. For a detailed metatheory of a
similar system, see [16].
If ä is a substitution, we write ä
\Ö
5 to
express that we have
Ö

ä

Ò¦ä for all 

Ò in
 .
Lemma 10 If Ö correct and ä Ö 5 and y
t then Ö  t:ä .
2In this presentation, we consider å -terms up to æ -
conversion. This system is quite close to the substitution calcu-
lus of P. Martin-Lo¨f [15]. We note however that the following
judgement is derivable
çÎè
Set éªê
è ç9ë
Set ì#åÑí~î åÑí~î í
èÑï
í
è çaðYë
ê©í
ë
ê©í
while it is not in the substitution calculus (as noticed in [20]).
rules for contexts
"
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Ò




Ò
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rules for types
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
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Ò

Ó
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Ò
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5
Ó
rules for terms
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Ò
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Ò

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Ò
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Ò
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Ò
$
5
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Ò
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type equality rule
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Ò
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Ò

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
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Ò
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Ò
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Ò
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
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Ò
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
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	
Ò
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Ò

Ó
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
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
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
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Ò
X




Ò
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Ó#X
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"

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0
$
5
Ó
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
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Xﬃ$
5
Ó8X




Ò


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fX8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

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"


Ò
$
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Ò
Figure 3. Logical Framework
Lemma 11 If ­ "   Ò 0 $ 5 Ó 0P "   Ò Xﬃ$ 5
Ó8X
then  Ò 0e Ò X and     Ò 0e Ó 0e Ó8X .
Lemma 12 If  Ò  Ó then  Ò and  Ó .
If   0 )XO Ò then L  0  Ò and

fXh
Ò . If    Ò then  Ò . If



	
Ò then  Ò .
Corollary 13 If +   Ò and  5   then




Ò
Corollary 14 If f ó Ò and f    Ò and

¦?A@ B

 then       Ò
This is direct from Corollary 13 and the
Church-Rosser property of -

. reduction.
Notice that, because of the conversion rule, the
strengthening property, stating that & t follows
from 



Ò

t if  is not free in t , is not clear a
priori. It is actually a consequence of the normali-
sation property.
4.2 PER Models of type theory
A partial equivalence relation on D is a subset

7 D with an equivalence relation ô on  .
We write õ 0¦ õ
X
x
 instead of õ 0¦#ô õ
X
. We
let öb÷4øa" D $ be the collection of all partial equiv-
alence relation on D. If ù is a function from 
to öb÷4ø\" D $ such that ù©"2õ 0 $  ù©"2õ XZ$ whenever
õ
0
õ
X
x
 we write ù


5
öb÷4øa" D $ . If

x
öb÷4ø\" D $ and ù   5 ö÷;øa" D $ we define
ú
"2

ù
$
x
öb÷4øa" D $ by
û
x
ú
"2

ù
$
if and only if õ 0) õ
X
x

implies û õ 0e û õ
X
x
ù©"2õ
0
$
û
0g
û
X
x
ú
"2

ù
$
if and only if û 0 õ  û
X
õ
x
ù©"2õ
$
for all õ x 
These constructions are standard [5].
Definition 7 A PER model of our type theory con-
sists of a pair   k with  x öb÷4ø\" D $ and k   5
öb÷4øa" D $ is such that
1. Set x 
2. if F 0Õ F\X x  and õ 0Õ õ X x kﬂ" F$ im-
plies ù 0 õ 0 ù X õ X x  then Fun F 0 ù 0
Fun F\X ù X x  and kY" Fun F 0 ù 0 $ 
kﬂ" Fun F\X ù XZ$  ú "nkﬂ" F 0 $I dõ  kY"nù 0 õ $Ì$
3. El õ 0e El õ X x  if õ 0 õ X x kY" Set $ .
4.
( (
Ò
* *
x
 and  x kY" ( ( Ò * *2$ whenever    Ò is
a typing rule for the constant  .
If
Ö
is a context we write ²®ü
Ö
to express that
( (
Ò
* *
´
x
 and ²ﬂ" 
$
x
kﬂ"
( (
Ò
* *
´
$
for 

Ò in
Ö
and
we write ² 0 ²
X
ü
Ö
to express that
( (
Ò
* *
´ý

( (
Ò
* *
´Iþ
x
 and ² 0 " 
$

²
X
"

$
x
( (
Ò
* *
´ﬃý for 

Ò in
Ö
.
The next result states the soundness of PER se-
mantics for the type system. We assume given a
PER model 

k of our type theory. The proof is
direct by induction on derivations using Theorem
8 and Lemma 9.
Theorem 15 Assume ² 09 ²
X
ü
Ö
. If Ö  Ò
then ( ( Ò * * ´ﬃý  ( ( Ò * * ´gþ x  . If Ö   Ò then
( (
Ò
* *
´ ý

( (
Ò
* *
´ þ
x
 and ( ( +* * ´ ý  ( ( +* * ´ þ x
kﬂ"
( (
Ò
* *
´ ý
$
.
A totality relation on D is a partial equivalence
relation  such that õ
 
E if õ x  and ¯ x
 . We let ßøa" D $ be the collection of all totality
relations.
Lemma 16 If  x ßøa" D $ and ù   5 ßøa" D $
then ú "2  ù $ x ßøa" D $ .
We have ¯ x  . If û x
ú
"2

ù
$
then û ¯ x
ù©"¸¯
$
and so û ¯
 
 and û
 
E holds. If õ x 
then õ
 
 so that ¯õ  ¯ x ù©"2õ
$
. This shows
¯
x
ú
"2

ù
$
.
The next theorem has a subtle proof, but it is
standard [1, 8, 24]. The main idea is to define the
pair 

k by an inductive process, using Lemma 7
to ensure the consistency of this definition.
Theorem 17 The lter model D of UPL can be ex-
tended to a model of our type theory, in such a way
that  x ßøa" D $ and k   5 ßøa" D $ .
For instance the element
ÍÑÏﬃÐ
is in  and kﬂ"
ÍÑÏﬃÐÔ$
is the PER containing the elements

3 
and

3
¯ .
Similarly, !
à 
will be in  and kﬂ" !
à $
contains
only ¯ 
The verifications of condition 4 of Definition 7
for the constants  and  are similar to the ones
in [11], and it is crucial at this point that we are
using a domain model. These constants make also
the system proof-theoretically strong, at least the
strength of second-order arithmetic.
Corollary 18 If  Ò then ( ( Ò * *  E . If    Ò
then ( ( [* *
 
E
.
By combining Corollary 18 with Theorem 6 we
get
Theorem 19 If  Ò then Ò is strongly normalis-
able. If   Ò then  is strongly normalisable.
4.3 Decidability properties
In order to get decidability of conversion, we
use a technique introduced in [14] and first define
the  -expansion Ò

in a syntactical way.
 Set    Õ" El Ó¨$  
Õ" Fun Òhù $ 


Õ"nù%"	EÒ

$Ì$
"

"	Ò

$Ì$
Lemma 20 If   Ò then    Ò 
Ò
The intuition behind the next statement is clear:
if we work only with the  -expansions of the
terms, we don’t need the  -conversion rule. For
a precise proof, we rely on the soundness of a par-
ticular PER model for our type system.
Lemma 21 If   0h )X Ò then we have
Ò

0¦?A@ B
Ò
)X
For the proof we use the following PER model.
The domain 
 is the set of all terms, with -

. -
conversion as equality. The PER Set is interpreted
by the conversion: we have

0U
fX) Set if
and only if

0Û
)X
, and for any

the PER
El  is also the conversion. A constant  de-
fined to be of type Ò is interpreted by ¥Ò

,
and one can check that ÛÒ  satisfies the same
equality as  . For instance, ø
Éﬃß
is interpreted as

ñ




d

ø
Éß
"¸
¤ñ
$
)"¸

dÂ



Â
$
 .
The soundness of the type theory w.r.t. this inter-
pretation gives the result.
Theorem 22 If   0  Ò and  )X Ò then 

0e
)X8
Ò if and only if 8Ò  0e#?@ B 8Ò )X .
This follows from Lemmas 20 and 21 and
Corollary 14.
Corollary 23 If   0  Ò and  )Xy Ò then


0e
)X8
Ò is decidable.
Indeed, by the theorem we are reduced to check
¦Ò

0¦?A@ B
¦Ò
)X
. This is decidable since both
ÛÒ

0 and ÛÒ
)X
are strongly normalisable,
and -

. reduction is confluent.
Corollary 24 If Ò is in - -normal form then  Ò
is decidable. If  Ò and  is in - -normal form
then   Ò is decidable.
4.4 Proof irrelevance
We add two new constants Prf and O with the
rules
i
 Set
 Prf 

S Prf 	
 O  Prf 	


0e
)X8 Set
i Prf  0e Prf )X


0
 Prf 	  fX8 Prf 	


0e
)X Prf 	
We can read the judgement O  Prf Ò as claim-
ing that the proposition Ò is true: we know that Ò
has a proof but the proof has been hidden.
Notice that the strengthening property does not
hold for this system. We shall be interested how-
ever only in terms that do not contain O. This ele-
ment is only here in order to prove the decidability
of the conversion relation and it is not needed in or-
der to have a strongly normalising proof-irrelevant
theory.
The PER model extends directly to this system
by interpreting O by ¯ and letting kY" ( (Prf Ò * * $ be
the set kﬂ"
( (El Ò * *2$ with the universal equivalence re-
lation. One can show the soundness of this PER
model w.r.t. the typing rules and it follows that
strong normalisation still holds for this system.
This PER model validates also the following
rule.

S El Ò

 Prf Ò
For proving the decidability of convertibility,
we update the definition of [Ò

by taking
)" Prf Ó¨$¦  O. It is then still the case that


0y
fXO
Ò if and only if iÒ

0y¦?A@ B
Ò
fX
if 

0

Ò and 
)X8
Ò .
Theorem 25 If Ò is in - -normal form and does
not contain O then  Ò is decidable. If  Ò and

is in - -normal form and does not contain O
then   Ò is decidable.
5 Conclusion
We have built a filter model D for an untyped
calculus having the property that a term is strongly
normalisable whenever its semantics is
 
 , and
then used this to give various modular proofs of
strong normalization. While each part uses essen-
tially variation on standard materials, our use of
filter models seems to be new and can be seen as
an application of computing science to proof the-
ory. It is interesting that we are naturally lead in
this way to consider a domain with a top element.
We have shown on some examples that this can be
used to prove strong normalisation theorem in a
modular way, essentially by reducing this problem
to show the soundness of a PER semantics over the
domain D. As suggested to us by Andreas Abel,
it seems likely that Theorem 5 has a purely com-
binatorial proof, similar in complexity to the one
for simply typed  -calculus. There should be no
problem to use our model to give a simple normal-
isation proof of system F extended with bar recur-
sion. For this, we don’t need to work with PERs,
but it would be enough to work with totality pred-
icates that are subsets 
7 D such that ¯ x 
and õ
 
E if õ x  . It is then direct that totality
predicates are closed under arbitrary non empty in-
tersections. By working in the D-set model instead
of the PER model over D [26, 3], one should be
able to get also strong normalisation theorems for
various impredicative type theories extended with
bar recursion.
For proving normalisation for predicative type
systems, the use of the model D is proof-
theoretically too strong: the PER are relations over
filters, that are themselves sets of formal neighbor-
hoods, and so are essentially third-order objects.
For applications not involving strong schemas like
bar recursion, it is possible however to work in-
stead only with the definable elements of the set D,
and PER becomes second-order objects, as usual.
It is then natural to extend our programming lan-
guage with an extra element ¯ that plays the role
of a top-level error.
A natural extension of this work would be also
to state and prove a density theorem for our deno-
tational semantics, following [13]. The first step
would be to define when a formal neighborhood is
of a given type.
In [6, 21], for untyped  -calculus without con-
stants, it is proved that a term

is strongly nor-
malizing if and only if ( ( [* *  E . This does not
hold here since we have for instance
 
ÍÏﬃÐ
strongly
normalizing, but
( (
 
ÍÑÏﬃÐq* *
 . However, it may
be possible to find a natural subset of term

for
which the equivalence between

is strongly nor-
malizing and
( ( [* *
 
E holds.
A more natural extension of a system with de-
pendent types with some form of bar recursion
would be to add a constant for the double negation
shift [25], which would be a constant of type
"Ì"2
dÍÏﬃÐÌ$
5
"

ùO
$Ì$
5
"Ì"2
dÍÑÏﬃÐÔ$
5
ù^
$
with suitable computation rules, for ù
ÍÏﬃÐ
5
Set. We leave this for further work.
Most of our results hold without the hypothe-
ses that the rewriting rules are mutually disjoint.
We only have to change the typing rules for a con-
stant  in Figure 2 by the uniform rule: ;

iF
0J5 ﬃÛ5
F
35
H
if for all rules
U/:01n/435

and for all W)0  ﬃ  W j such
that /
c
"
Wf0

ﬃ

W
jY$

Fbc
we have 

0

Wf0

ﬃ


j§
W
j
4
 H
. (This holds for
instance trivially in the special case where no rules
for  matches
F
0

ﬃ
IFbj
.) For instance, we can
add a constant  with rewrite rules
 
 
5


 

5

  "

Ý
$
5

"¥
Ý
$
 "


$
Ý 5

"¥
Ý
$
and Theorem 6 is still valid with this extension.
Appendix: the language UPL
The constructors Set gÍÏﬃÐg ! à  ÎÍ Ðg
 
( *
(ar-
ity 0),
È ÊﬁÐI El Ô (arity 1) and ßgàdÍÊ Fun (arity 2).
The defined constants of the language UPL are
 ÊﬂÉá à gÈ ÉgÊÌÊggÈ ÉÍﬀÐﬁ~ÔßgàdÍßZÏﬃÐIﬂÉgÐg
ø
Éﬃß


 . The
arities are clear from the following . -rules.
ø
Éﬃße 	
 
5
	
ø
Éﬃße 	
"

ò
$
5

ò
"ﬁø
Éﬃße 	
ò
$
 ÊﬂÉá à
 
5
]Íﬃ Ð
 ÊﬂÉá à
"

ò
$
5
!
à 
È ÉÊﬁÊ
ò
 
5
 
È ÉÊﬁÊ
 
"

ò
$
5

 
È ÉÊﬁÊ
"

ò
$
"
 r$
5
È ÉgÊﬁÊ
ò

pÉIÐ
©"
ßgàdÍÊ
"!
$
"
¨	Û$
5
pÉIÐ
!
	
pÉIÐ
©"
ßgàdÍÊ
"!
$
"
 
$
5 
pÉIÐ

( *d	
5

È ÉÍﬀÐﬁ( *
5
 
È ÉÍﬀÐﬁ
"
ßgàdÍZÊ
ò#!
$
5

"
È ÉÑÍ$Ðﬁ
!
$
ßàAÍÑßﬃÏﬃÐe( *
5
ßàAÍÊ

( *
ßàAÍÑßﬃÏﬃÐ
"
ßgàdÍÊ
ò#!
$
P5
ßgàdÍÊ
ò
"
ßàdÍßZÏﬃÐ
!Û
$

 	
!

5

"¸


 	
!


"
È ÉÊﬁÊ

"
È ÉÑÍ$Ðﬁ
!
$Ì$Ì$

 	
!
%
 
5
pÉgÐ1
!


 	
!
%
"
 $
5
	&
"¸


 	
"
ßgàdÍÑßﬃÏﬃÐ
'!
$Ì$1
Finally the typing rules for constants are the fol-
lowing
ÍÑÏﬃÐ AÉIÐ
 
 ÍÑÏﬃÐ
 ÍÑÏﬃÐ
5
ÍÏﬃÐ
ø
Éß
"Ì"2
AÍÏﬃÐÔ$
5ñ

5
"
ñ
"


$Ì$Ì$
5
ñ
 
5
"2
AÍÏﬃÐÌ$
5ñ

(
ñ
AÍÑÏﬃÐ
5
AÉgÐq*
 Ê(4ÉÑá à©RÍÑÏﬃÐ
5
AÉgÐ
È ÊËÐ AÉIÐ
5
AÉgÐ
( * È ÊËÐ
Ò
(
Ò
pAÉgÐq*
ßgàdÍÊ 
Ò
5
È ÊËÐ
Ò
5
È ÊËÐ
Ò
(
Ò
~AÉIÐq*
!
à © AÉIÐ
]Íﬃ Ðe AÉIÐ
 
 ]Íﬃ Ð
pÉIÐ
Ò
5
È ÊËÐ
Ò
5
ÍÑÏﬃÐ
5
Ò
(
Ò
pAÉgÐq*
È ÉÑÍ$ÐﬁróÈ ÊËÐ
Ò
5
ÍÏﬃÐG(
Ò
~AÉIÐq*
È ÉgÊÌÊ ÍÑÏﬃÐ
5
ÍÏﬃÐ
5
ÍÑÏﬃÐe(
Ò
~AÉgÐq*
ßgàdÍÑßﬃÏﬃÐÈ ÊËÐ
Ò
5
Ò
5
È ÊËÐ
Ò
(
Ò
~AÉIÐq*


"Ì"
ÍÑÏﬃÐ
5
Ò
$
5
ÍÑÏﬃÐÔ$
5
"
ÍÑÏﬃÐ
5
"nÒ
5
ÍÏﬃÐÌ$
5
Ò
$
5
È ÊËÐ
Ò
5
Ò
5
ÍÑÏﬃÐe(
Ò
pdÉIÐq*


"Ì"
ÍÑÏﬃÐ
5
Ò
$
5
ÍÑÏﬃÐÔ$
5
"
ÍÑÏﬃÐ
5
"nÒ
5
ÍÏﬃÐÌ$
5
Ò
$
5
È ÊËÐ
Ò
5
Ò
5
ÍÑÏﬃÐ
5
ÍÏﬃÐ
5
ÍÑÏﬃÐe(
Ò
~AÉgÐq*
The rules for  and  are the rules for a varia-
tion of bar recursion. We do not comment further
on these rules, since they are essentially the same
as the ones given in [11], with the
pÉIÐ
function suit-
ably modified to take into account the empty type,
which is not present in the system [11].
The rule
ßàdÍZÊ
Ò
5
È ÊËÐ
Ò
5
È ÊËÐ
Ò
(
Ò
YAÉIÐq*
for instance means that we have

Ò
~AÉIÐ

ßàdÍZÊ 
Ò
5
È ÊËÐ
Ò
5
È ÊËÐ
and similarly for the other constants.
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